
Endorsements of I Heart Francis by Donna Schaper 

"Donna Schaper finds in Pope Francis a model for an engaged, inclusive spirituality that offers a fierce 
critique of corrupt political and economic institutions that cheapen individual life globally and pose a 
serious threat to the planet. In these seven letters she beautifully voices an impassioned plea for love – 
at once both a radical return to the teachings of Jesus and a new imagining of how the church might 
step into a lively, prophetic leadership voice for twenty-first century life." 
Amy Butler | senior minister at Riverside Church, New York City 
 

"With an unbridled wit, Donna Schaper has revisited the Catholic roots of her Protestant faith. In those 
roots, she has found a promise and a pope that still have the potential to inspire hope and to establish 
justice in this world." 
Ken Samuel | senior pastor, Voices of Victory Church, Atlanta, Georgia 

 

"Reading I Heart Francis I felt a bit like a voyeur or one who uncovered a stash of a great aunt’s 
correspondence with her beau during the War. And I’m the better for it. Donna Schaper’s imagined 
conversations with Pope Francis invite the reader not just to appreciate this Pope’s place in the religious 
landscape (both Catholic and Protestant) but also to remind him and us all of critical issues in our society 
that need to be addressed. Every Christian needs to eavesdrop on this conversation, whether they heart 
Francis or not." 
Scott Thumma | dean of Hartford Seminary, director of Hartford Institute for Religion Research 

 

"Donna Schaper, in a witty, no-holds-barred style reminiscent of Anne Lamott, shares her personal 
experiences of faith and struggle in a kind of ecumenical memoir that allows us to eavesdrop on her 
overtures to her spiritual crush, Pope Francis. She takes on the injustices of the climate crisis and 
capitalism (where she and Francis agree), but also the Catholic Church’s unrelenting and problematic 
stances on women's ordination, GLBTQ rights, Christian supremacy, and the doctrine of priestly celibacy. 
Compelling and conversational, this book is not just her words to the most important Christian leader of 
our time—she has spoken my own heart-felt thoughts as well. I loved reading this book. I hope Francis 
will, too.” 
Leah D. Schade | Lexington Theological Seminary and author of Creation-Crisis Preaching: Ecology, 
Theology and the Pulpit 

 

"Not everyone should be ordained, but no one should be refused ordination because of their orientation 
or their gender,” Donna Schaper tells Pope Francis. Likewise not everyone should write love letters to 
the leader of one of the world’s most patriarchal institutions, but Schaper gets away with it, praising his 
views on poverty, while politely picking apart his positions on gender, sexuality and sex. I’d rather have 
Donna for a leader than Francis, myself (and a secular leader at that), but this is a cheeky route to a 
making some strong, serious arguments. A love letter that fights. I hope he answers back." 
Laura Flanders | host of The Laura Flanders Show 


